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History of the Malta 
Process and Working 

Party on Mediation 



Legal Diversity and International Law

o Diversity of legal systems / traditions a 
reality: e.g. common law, civil law, Shari’a law, 
customary law 

o Private International Law: respect and 
cooperation between diverse legal traditions

o Increasing dialogue among legal systems; 
building innovative solutions for international 
cooperation



Legal Diversity and International Law



HCCH – “Malta Process”

•The Malta Process (est. 2004), developed within the framework of 
the HCCH, promotes co-operation with countries with legal 
systems based upon or influenced by Islamic (Shari’a) law, for the 
resolution of complex transfrontier family conflicts 

•Notably issues of child protection / protection of contact rights 
between parents and children (1996 Convention), the collection of 
child support (2007 Convention), and issues of parental child 
abduction (1980 Convention) 

•A complementary objective of the Malta Process is to seek broad 
application of important Hague Children’s Conventions by States 
whose legal systems are influenced by or based upon Shari’a law



Background - Findings

Review of bilateral arrangements between 9  States (between 
which the 1980 Hague Child Abduction Convention does not 
apply) in the context of cross-frontier child abduction and 
contact
(Algeria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France, Lebanon, 
Morocco and Tunisia)

Successful arrangements promote and facilitate agreed 
solutions

Effective legal structures within which agreements can be 
reached safely and fairly are lacking

Search for common legal principles required for States that have 
not joined 1980 and 1996 Conventions 



States Involved 2004-2009

2004 - Algeria, Belgium, Egypt, France, Germany, Italy, Lebanon, 
Malta, Morocco, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Tunisia and the 
United Kingdom 

2006 - Algeria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France, 
Germany, Indonesia, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Malta, Morocco, 
the Netherlands, Sweden, Tunisia, Turkey, the United Kingdom 
and the United States of America

2009 - Australia, Bangladesh, Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France, 
Germany, India, Israel, Jordan, Malaysia, Malta, Morocco, the 
Netherlands, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Tunisia, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States of 
America



The Malta Process 

Exchange of views among judges and other experts to reach a common 
understanding of what is needed and feasible to resolve cross-border 
family disputes, to secure the child’s right to have continuing contact 
with both parents and combat international child abduction:

 Full appreciation of how different legal systems address cross-frontier 
family problems

 Process in which principles emerge on the basis of consensus 
(“ownership”)

Respect for the diversity of the different legal systems and their basic 
values

Willingness to compromise in the pursuit of share objectives – 1989 
UNCRC



1989 UNCRC Principles

The principles set out or implicit in the United Nations Convention on 
the Rights of the Child of 1989 are affirmed as a basis for action. In 
particular:

 in all actions concerning children, the best interests of the child shall be 
a primary consideration;

 a child whose parents reside in different States shall have the right to 
maintain on a regular basis, save in exceptional circumstances, personal 
relations and direct contacts with both parents;

 a child should have the opportunity to learn to know and respect the 
culture and traditions of both parents;

 States are obliged to take measures to combat the illicit transfer and 
non-return of children abroad.



Approved Common Set of Principles
Malta Declaration 2004 & 2006

Common rules which specify which country’s courts or 
authorities are competent to make decisions concerning custody 
and contact

Mutual recognition of decisions so made

Efficient and properly resourced administrative authorities

Mechanisms to promote agreement

Mutual trust and confidence between the authorities in the 
different countries



Malta Declaration 2009

Recommends continuing efforts to improve co-operation 
between judicial and administrative levels between States

Encourages States in developing capacity / structures, including 
Central Authorities

Recommends to States to give careful consideration to join the 
1996 Hague Child Protection Convention and 1980 Hague Child 
Abduction Convention

Reaffirms that mutual recognition of decisions based on common 
grounds of jurisdiction is ideal basis for international legal co-
operation in child protection matters



Malta Declaration 2009 (Cont.)

Highlights vital role of judicial / administrative authorities in 
assisting with locating the child 

Emphasizes the value of direct judicial communications 

Highlights value of training programs for judges and other 
professionals

Recommends that authorities issuing visa should take welfare of 
children regarding contact to their parents in consideration 

Recommends establishment of Working Party on Mediation to 
promote structures and methods of mediation



Working Party on Mediation

 Council on General Affairs and Policy 2009 
 Mandate to establish Working Party on Mediation following 

recommendation in Third Malta Declaration
 Objective: 
 Promoting the development of mediation structures to help 

resolve cross-border disputes concerning custody of or 
contact with children

 Establishment of Working Party in June 2009 
 Consisting of experts designated by a small number of States 

& independent mediation experts
 States invited to designate an expert:



Malta Mediation Principles (WPM)

Advantages, limits, risks and safeguards of mediation in child 
abduction and contact cases

All appropriate steps should be taken to encourage the parties to 
a cross-border family dispute concerning children to find an 
agreed solution to their dispute.

Safeguards and guarantees should be put in place to prevent 
engagement in mediation from resulting in any disadvantage for 
either of the parties.



Malta Mediation Principles
A. Central Contact Point

 Provide information (in official language & either English or French)

 About available family mediation services including, list of 
mediators/organisations; costs; mediation models used etc.

 To assist with locating the other parent / the child

 On where to obtain advice on family law and legal procedures

 On how to give the mediated agreement binding effect

 On the enforcement of the mediated agreement

 About support to ensure the long-term viability of the agreement

 Promote co-operation, training & exchange of best practices

 Gather & make publicly available information on cases dealt with by 
central contact points, actions taken and outcomes

Requests should be processed expeditiously



Malta Mediation Principles

B. Mediation
 Characteristics of mediators – inter alia:
 Suitable training in family mediation, 
 Knowledge/ understanding of relevant international, regional and 

national law
 Significant experience with inter-cultural cross-border disputes
 Language competency

 Establishment of lists of mediator
 Safeguarding the quality of mediation (voluntary, best interest of the child, 

neutrality, fairness, confidentiality, impartiality, informed decision making)

C. Rendering mediated agreements binding
 Where needed, countries should examine the desirability of introducing 

regulatory or legislative provisions for the enforcement of mediated 
agreements



Current Members of the WPM

 Australia
 Canada (Co-Chair)
 Egypt
 France
 Germany
 India
 Jordan
Malaysia

Morocco
 Pakistan (former co-

Chair)
 Senegal
 South Africa
 United Kingdom
 United States of 

America



National Contact Points for Mediation

 Australia
 France
 Germany
 Hungary
 Netherlands

 Pakistan
 Russian Federation
 Slovak Republic
 United States of 

America



The 2016 Malta IV 
Conference & 

WPM 2017



Past Malta Conferences and Seminars

 Malta I, II and III are building blocks

 Regional seminars: 2009-2016

Qatar (June 2011 & March  2016), Tunisia (October 2013), 
Morocco and Tunisia (November 2014), Jordan (December 
2015)

 Work in the capitals

 Work by other Organisations

(e.g., UNCRC, EU/Euromed, ISS, MiKK, Missing Children Europe, 
Reunite)

 Use of Mediation: Working Party

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, the “Working Party on Mediation” established in 2009 as part of the Malta Process, aims to promote mediation to resolve cross-border child custody or contact disputes where the 1980 Convention and the 1996 Convention do not apply. The Working Party developed “Principles for the establishment of mediation structures in the context of the Malta Process” and has organised recent seminars, including on “Islamic Legal Perspectives on Cross-Border Family Disputes Involving Children” (April 2014, The Hague), and for Southeast Asia (November 2014, Malaysia). Results of the Working Party would also inform discussions at Malta IV. 



The Fourth Malta Conference: 
May 2016



Fourth Malta Conference: Outcomes

 Valletta, Malta: From 2 to 5 May 2016, more than 130 senior government 
officials, judges and other experts from 34 countries, including:
 Algeria, Australia, Bangladesh, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Indonesia, 

Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Malta, 
Mauritania, Morocco, the Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Portugal, Saudi 
Arabia, Senegal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, the 
United Kingdom and the United States of America;
 from the Asian-African Legal Consultative Organization (AALCO), the United 

Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, the European Union (the 
Commission, the Parliament and the Council), the Association of International 
Family Judges (AIFJ), the International Academy of Family Lawyers (IAFL), the 
International Social Service (ISS), MiKK, Missing Children Europe and Reunite;
 as well as from the Permanent Bureau of the Hague Conference on Private 

International Law (HCCH), met in Valletta, Malta, for the Fourth Malta 
Conference on cross-frontier child protection and family law (“Malta IV”) 
within the “Malta Process”.



Fourth Malta Conference: Outcomes

Guided by the principles set out in the 1989 United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, and building on the Malta 
Declarations of 2004, 2006 and 2009, as well as on successful 
outcomes of regional seminars and bilateral meetings, the 
participants unanimously agreed upon Conclusions and 
Recommendations of the meeting.

 The experts recognised that the 1980 Child Abduction 
Convention, the 1996 Child Protection Convention and the 2007 
Child Support Convention support a number of key principles 
expressed in the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights 
of the Child, all in the best interests of children. 



Fourth Malta Conference: Outcomes

 In the light of the hypothetical cases studied at the meeting, experts 
recognised the utility of finding solutions to the difficulties encountered in the 
area of international child protection, affecting the fundamental rights of 
children, through reinforced international co-operation and, in particular, 
through accession to or ratification of certain Hague Children’s Conventions.
 The experts noted that these Hague Children’s Conventions are designed to 

be global in reach and to be compatible with diverse legal traditions. Experts 
underlined the important benefits of the Hague Children’s Conventions for 
States Parties.

 Iraq, Morocco and Pakistan now Party to several Hague Children’s 
Conventions

 65 States Parties (including Algeria, Israel, Morocco, Pakistan, Tunisia and 
Turkey) to the 1956 UN Maintenance Convention



Judicial Cooperation / Innovation

“All States are invited to designate a Network Judge. Participants in 
Malta IV whose country does not yet have a Network Judge are 
invited to inform the Permanent Bureau of appropriate authorities 
to contact in their States in order to effect a designation to the 
International Hague Network of Judges.” 

IHNJ – States: 38 (2010) -> 81 (2017)
IHNJ – Judges: 56 (2010) -> 124 (2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Morocco, Pakistan, TurkeyThe International Hague Network of Judges and direct judicial communications 8. The experts emphasised the value of direct judicial communications in international child protection cases. States that have not designated International Hague Network Judges are strongly encouraged to do so regardless of whether they are currently Parties to the Hague Children’s Conventions. Where needed, States may seek the assistance of the Permanent Bureau in making their designation. Judges designated should be sitting judges with appropriate authority and experience in the area of international child protection. The process for the designation of International Hague Network Judges should respect the independence of the judiciary. 9. The participants agreed that judicial exchanges, including bilateral and regional meetings, should be encouraged in order to reinforce mutual trust and confidence among judges. 10. Since the Third Malta Conference, the meeting welcomed the publication of the Emerging Guidance regarding the development of the International Hague Network of Judges and General Principles for Judicial Communications, including commonly accepted safeguards for Direct Judicial Communications in specific cases, within the context of the International Hague Network of Judges. 



Academic Study Commissioned

 Finds “(best) interests of child” principle across Shari’a schools 
 Responds to hesitation of some re: 1980 Convention: “conflict over 

substantive law is more a ‘red-herring’… the conflict more perceived 
than real” 
 “This report argues that the best chance of securing significant further 

accessions to the [1980 Convention] from Muslim majority States 
involves a narrowly tailored ‘conflicts of law’ rules that directs judges to 
resolve custody disputes with a ‘foreign element’ by reference to 
legislation that implements the [1980 & 1996 Conventions] in domestic 
law ”
 “[R]eal challenge… is not overcoming custodial rules themselves, but 

rather compensating for the absence in early Islamic legal history of a 
robust private international law doctrine” 

(Anver Emon and Urfan Khaliq)



Malta IV Information on HCCH Website



Conclusions and Recommendations
in Arabic



Draft Strategic Plan WPM 2017-2018

 Invite new members to expand the Working Party 
and invite a new co-Chair (non-Contracting State)

 Participation in the 7th Special Commission on the 
1980 & 1996 Conventions as Observers

 Hold a Regional Meeting of the WPM Asia-Pacific or 
Gulf region

 Share information on international family mediation 
resources and training opportunities (central web 
portal)



New Invited Members of the WPM

Bahrain
Indonesia
Iran
Japan
Lebanon

Oman
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia
UAE



Maja Groff
mg@hcch.nl

www.hcch.net 



Case Example
 Ali and Amina are nationals of Country B. They have been married since 2005 and have a son Azzam, born in 

2008. The family has always lived in Country B. Occasionally Amina visits her relatives who live in Country H.

 Unfortunately, their relationship has started to deteriorate. Amina wants to visit her relatives in Country H and, 
this time, she wishes to take Azzam so that her relatives can meet him. All the arrangements are made to allow 
Amina to take Azzam to Country H and return two months later.

 While in Country H, one of Amina’s relatives, who has kept in touch with childhood friends in Country B, informs 
her that he heard a rumour that Ali intends to ask the courts in Country B for full custody of Azzam upon their 
return. Amina is very concerned and despite the agreement, decides to stay in Country H and not return with 
Azzam.

 Ali tries to convince Amina to return with Azzam or, if she does not wish to return, to return Azzam to Country B. 
Amina refuses to return to Country B and will not send their son either. She insists that Azzam is still very young 
and needs his mother; she also claims that separating Azzam from her would be detrimental to him given his 
young age and stage of development.

 Amina seizes the courts in Country H and obtains an interim custody order in her favour. At the same time, Ali 
seizes the courts in Country B and obtains an order from the court which grants him full custody of Azzam, 
principally on the basis that at the age of 8 years, a boy should be placed in the custody of his father. Azzam
misses his father and would very much like to see him. However, he does not want to leave his mother.

 Ali seeks enforcement of the custody order in Country H.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judges have to deal with such cases.
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